
Vancouver - October 15, 2013: “Why not choose wood?” This is the basic question posed by Mr.
Andrew Harmsworth of GHL Consultants at the recent SFPEBC dinner presentation.

Beginning by discussing the history of the building code and fundamental concepts, Andrew started the
presentation on extending the use of wood. Perhaps surprising to some, Andrew pointed out that
originally the building code contained distinct provisions for wood construction, but that this was gone
by 1953.

Mr. Harmsworth indicated that this may be viewed as
an arbitrary decision, since decisions of acceptable
risk should come from solid science to choose the best
material for the job. He pointed out that there are
many advantages of wood construction which include
both green advantages such as carbon sequestration
and renewability; but also substantial performance
advantages including both reliability and durability.
Nonetheless, in Andrew’s experience, many reactions
to wood still stem from emotion.

Andrew went on to discuss current modes of thinking
around the country and pointed out that six storey
wood construction has been gaining wide acceptance,
with BC as the natural leader. However, other areas
of country are following quickly. Currently, the draft
NBC 2015 proposals outline provisions for 6 storey
wood.

It was pointed out that there is a growing body of
knowledge for wood construction. Publications such
as the Tall Wood guide by NRCan provided the first
comprehensive review of tall wood buildings. Mr.

Harmsworth reminds us that this addresses “massed timber”, and that this should not be confused with
“heavy timber”.

The underlying conclusion espoused by Mr. Harmsworth is that wood construction can be done safely.
He recommends a variety of possible approaches including: full performance based designs,
comparative risk analysis, and equivalent component performance comparisons to ensure that an
exceptional level of safety is maintained. However, a peer review process may be needed to deal with
complex design which inherently required a good basis of understanding.

Other options such as encapsulation may be introduced, whether complete or otherwise. The critical
collapse of structural elements can also be readily be addressed by up sized wood components. However,
often other factors govern the failure of wood, such as the failure of connections. The building code
written with assumption on cast iron connection do not rely on in tension. But modern connections may
not behave in the same manner.

Andrew notes that while it is expensive to protect wood against fire, this protection is often more



predictable and reliable than the steel or concrete alternatives, the connections for which are often not
tested. He notes that currently accepted design fires for these forms of construction may be okay for
offices and residential used, but maybe not for industrial use. Wood is typically subjected to larger
quantities and more stringent tests, and its fire resistive capabilities only increase with added mass.
However, products such as cross-laminated timber have leakage paths that need to be addressed.

It was his opinion that water based protection can mitigate the inherent risk to building with combustible
structural elements, and the presenter expressed an opinion that a fully sprinklered building will be
okay. However, this may not be politically sellable.

The presentation then turned to a few examples of wood construction and testing around the world in
which GHL Consultants has been involved, including Bridport house in the UK, as well as NRCC tests.
Citing his vision of the near future, Andrew see wood construction having a 6 storey practical limit,
increasing to 8 storeys construction with prefabrication techniques. With increasing experience in hybrid
construction we may be able to construct still higher.

The session was ended with a few questions after which the discussion ended. Wood is an re-emerging
field in which the expertise of trained professionals like Mr. Harmsworth will be required. SFPEBC
would like to thank Mr.Harmsworth for his time and presentation.


